MÚSICA COMERCIAL
by EINTOTEN (free Arts Lab Collective)

Thanks for your attention!
This is not just comercial music, it's a collection
of 7 tracks portraying the most refreshing
european urban music. Urban music sounds
scary, but don’t be afraid! As we understand it
in the collective, we refer as Urban music to the
vast legacy of European classical-folk-music of
the last century, and the modernist continuity
influenced by the legacy of the movement
called Krautrock (1950-1980)
Due to Covid-19 hardtimes, and with all the
support from the WUVSAC (China's Wuhan
Vegan Society Arts Center), we cannot perform
or record phisically.
So, we used tele-work, using cloud file sharing and other tricks we could perform and record, within a
8 people team across the distance.
All tracks composed, performed and recorded by members of the EINTOTEN free arts lab collective.

Tracklist :
(1) Tesla Experiment Survivor (2) Esoteric Spiral II (3)夏の夢 Natsu no yume (4)Unexpected Krautrock
Band in your BathRoom (5)The clouds above us (6)Meet the real Artist (7)Irreversible (8)Kazakhstan

Halloween Party

Partially recorded at :
(2019) La Llàntia Meravellosa (Tarragona, Spain)
(2019-2020) Multiversal Records studios (Camarasa / Lleida, Catalonia, Spain).
"Irreversible" recorded and engineered at Clxster's studio, Miami (Florida, USA).
"the Clouds Above Us" Performed and recorded live at th3BL00dyL41r Studio (Lleida,
Catalonia, Spain) 2/5/2020.
No midi tracks used in this work.
All electronics and other instruments played and performed by physical analogical means.
Only computer has been used to mix, balance and master the original recorded tracks using REAPER
v6 (https://www.reaper.fm)
(+info) www.eintoten.com
(+info) www.multiversalrecords.com
EINTOTEN (Free Arts Lab Collective)
Recording & mixing : Juan Carles Pedroza Carmona
Mastering : Joel Collado Sanuy
bass guitar & electronic feelings : Isaac “JaK/3px” Muñoz Bringué (1,5,8)
electronic vibrations : Jordi Lluís Salla Puig (2,3)
electronic sensations : Abel Fortuny Villa (2,3)
electronic simulations : Lara Puig Romà (3,4)
electronic waves : Ernesto Clxster -"Hijo de Fruta" Garrido (7)
guitar evolutions : Pau "Moriarti" Mezquida (6)
vocals : Marta Díaz Esmena (6)
telecaster-ish guitar : Raúl Ortiz Bosch (4)
guitar inmersions : Sergi Llorcà (1,8)

Especial thanks to people at Ruido Virico, @AMee.oficial, Audionautas, @revistaindie, ipopFM, ZauberStab zine,
Radio Pica, TeslaFM, Electronic Orgy, radio Kras, ÀgoraSol Radio, y and all other entities and media platforms that
believe in the art self-publishing ethic. Thanks to the pioneers Hans-Joachim Roedelius ,Dieter Moebius, Conrad
Schnitzler and Oskar Sala.

